
A premier platform for investor 
intelligence and communication



About SRAX and Sequire

● We created Sequire to help
companies understand our
investors behaviors and trends

● Through the platform, you can
monitor both retail and institutional
investors

● You can also activate multichannel
campaigns to attract new investors
and nurture existing investors

● Nasdaq: SRAX
● Digital marketing and data

technology company
● Los Angeles, New York, Nashville,

Chicago, Bentonville, Atlanta, and
Mexico

● 150 employees



 As a publicly-traded company since 2012, we 

recognize the challenges companies have with 

attracting new investors to their stories and 

holding onto existing ones. Sequire provides a 

means to identify and keep track of your 

shareholder base.

SRAX understands 
what it means to be 
publicly traded



Sequire unlocks stock buyers’ behaviors and trends for 
issuers of publicly traded companies

Our tools are built to help you understand your shareholder base 
behavior including who is buying and selling and give you the 
ability to engage with those investors across marketing channels 
including email, programmatic, social, and hyperlocal.

Insights 

Reveal stock buyers’ behaviors and trends from their company’s 
data sets in real time.

Investor Relations Management 

Manage and monitor return on investment from investor relations 
programs and corporate communication firms.

Data-Driven Marketing 

Engage current and potential stock buyers at their trading desks, 
investor events, or at home on both desktop and mobile.

Sequire Key Offerings



Individual shareholder search

Search and identify key 
shareholders to uncover buying 

and selling behavior.

Share change and patterns
See total outstanding shares, new 
shareholders, and those in the top 

10%, 20%, and 50%.

Insights on market makers

Analyze activity from your 
market makers and see the 

biggest gains and losses over 
periods of time.

Discover insights about your shareholders and their contributions to your company.

Step One: Analyze



See total outstanding shares, shareholders in the top 10%, 20%, and 50%, and more.

Buying and Selling Trends



Search and identify key shareholders to uncover 
individual buying and selling behavior. 

Individual Shareholder Search



Real-time trading data

Get real-time market data 
including your company's 

level two trading data, current 
share price, volume, % 

change, and more.

Investor contact management

Enter contacts from investor events 
and conferences to monitor their 

share growth. 

Warrant management

Monitor and manage warrants as 
well as calculate proceeds at 
different price scenarios in an 

interactive environment.

Gain visibility into where your shareholders are coming from

Step Two: Monitor



Top Market Makers



Event Management



Precise targeting and delivery

Combine verified and historical 
stock buyer data to target 
relevant investors across 
programmatic and social 

channels.

Hyperlocal conference targeting

Track and target visitors at small-, 
mid-, and large-cap investment 

conferences across all industries.

Contact info lookup

Build complete shareholder profiles 
including phone numbers, emails, 

and social media profiles, and 
email them directly through the 

platform.

Grow your shareholder base with precise audience building, targeting, and delivery - all 
designed to secure the interest of investors.

Step Three: Engage



Sequire identifies and targets each individual 

shareholder based on their IP addresses and 

device IDs to reach them with your company’s 

story across all devices.

Engage your 
shareholders 
wherever they are



Display Ads



Social Media Ads



 Engage your current shareholders 

with the latest research and 

presentation

Sequire’s proprietary technology enables 

you to reverse append the email 

addresses of your shareholders list to 

use in email campaigns.

Email Campaign



Turn real world visits into 
highly-targeted digital campaigns.

Our location-based technology identifies 
visitor’s mobile devices at investment 
conferences and events and targets them 
with specific content.

Hyperlocal Ads



Thank youPlease call or email me to answer any 
questions or to set up a demo

Charles Melin
Vice President
Stock Market Manager, Inc.
cmelin@smm.global
Tel 727.278.7931
www.smm.global




